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The Eastwood Park Bridge stands at the eastern edge ;df the downtown business district 
of Minot, North Dakota. Functionally,it spans the Mouse (Souris) River to connect Central 
Avenue,East and Sixth Street/ South East. The approaches lie atop grass covered and tree 
dotted banks d!that drop sharply approximately 12.0 feet to the waters edge at normal flow.

The bridge is a cantilever, T-beam type, concrete bridge built in three spans supported -'! 
on two reinforced concrete piers. The two end spans^grg each 34.33 feet long with a 65.0 
foot center span that includes a 35.0 foot suspended^resting on two 15.0 foot cantilever arms. 
Its overall length is 144.25 feet. The roadway is 26.33Jeet wide, extended by a 7.0 foot side 
walk on each side. "I" shaped balusters interspersed by square posts support a; railing to 
form an open balustrade guardrail which lines the river side of the walkways. The decorative 
arches, connected to the center span deck, rise 6.0 feet above thei roadway and have five, --' 
square, concrete pillars streaming from arch to deck. Four light posts, although not presently 
functional, stand at the corners of the bridge, lending a. sense of architectural completion. 
The light posts and certain other exterior concrete surfaces are enhanced by decorative groo 
ves, corners, ridges and indennxms. These surfaces are weathered, occasionally spalled 
and are generally in need of cosmetic treatment.; :

In appearance, the bridge seems to be a true arch bridge in which the arch ijs a continu- 
ous part of the load bearing substructure. As actually designed, however, this particular arch 
is only decorative and is attached to the deck of the suspended center section which rests on 
the beam seats of the cantilever arms. Although the arch has nor structural function,it enhan 
ces the aesthetics of the bridge by completing the lines of the otherwise truncated arch.

Built by the pakota Concrete Company, from a design created by T.W. Sprauge, the 
bridge was constructed in 1927. In 1933, due to weakening of the beffl seats wriich had star 
ted to crack under stress, and, at the request of the City of Minot, the State Highway Depart 
ment designed a timber frame support to reinforce the suspended section. Unfortunately,high 
water and ice chunks carried the structure away shortly after its installation. In 1946, the 
beam seats were repaired, by Charles Truax, the Ward County Engineer, who raised the center 
span and removed the deteriorating matrix until solid concrete was reached. Steel rods were 
welded to the exposed reinforcing bar to extend into theubeamseats, thus directly tying the 
seats to the stronger cantilevered arms. A structural steel saddle was then placed under the 
repair to provide still more support and new concrete was poured around the entire contrivance*
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The Eastwood Park Bridge, which for 47 years has defied the determined efforts of 
man and nature to tear it down, is a rarity in North Dakota. In addition to its impact on 
social history, as a rallying point for community action, and its nostalgia inspiring aesthetic 
compatability with the neighborhood in which it stands, it is the only such bridge ever known 
to have been built in the state. Only two arch bridges were ever constructed in North Dakota, 
Both are still in use. This particular structure, appearing as an arch, but actually a canti 
lever type, concrete bridge with a false arch,stands unique.

Bridges have played a significant role in the history of Minot, North Dakota since its 
beginning in 1886. Located in a valley containing twelve miles of river, a lake and two rail 
roads, the city has been historically dependent upon bridges to facilitate the movement of 
goods and people from one section of the town to another. It was the building of a bridge, a 
railroad bridge on the west side of town; 'thclt WaVrWpbn^sibld'ifof Minot's £irst''"£o6mw and 
early issues of local newspapers contain many accounts relating to viaducts, -underpasses 
and bridges.

•-."•^. >   s ,, % ,_   (,; ...... ,>-.: . .. -c ,.z-'". .--. * - ,.. }«:.«' . ;.: :,-;-,-  ._ -.. ••••• -    " 

Unfortunately, none of the early bridges survive, and of the many bridges built before 
1930, only four are" still in use. Of these, two provide access to the Eastwood' Park "resident 
ial area, a quite and peaceful neighborhood separated from the busy city by a long loop of the 
Mouse (Souris) River. Now an "older" residential area, Minot's Eastwood Park contains many 
stately homes built in architectural styles commonly associated with the 1920's and 1930's, 
the period of the area's initial development. A mature area with quiet, tree lined streets en 
closing well kept y/ards surrounding comfortable houses, many bearing attributes of archi 
tectural distinction, the area exudes an aura of pleasant familiarity, permanence and human 
values, reminiscent of a slower paced life in a less tempestuous, bygone era.

The Eastwood Park Bridge has become a symbol of this feeling to the area's residents. 
Because the aesthetics of its design blend in sympathetic harmony with the architectural 
styles of the area, the bridge tends to introduce the relaxed atmosphere of the neighborhood 
to a visitor crossing its fairly steep center rise. The bridge, has become a representation of 
community identity and pride. More importantly, it has become a rallying point for neighbor 
hood cohesiveness and a catalyst for cooperative action. As such, this bridge has had an 
effect on the history of the area and the community, and therefore, possesses significance
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on the local level. But there is also relevance to the history of North Dakota as well.

In 1927 the Ward County Board of Commissioners having determined the advisability of 
connecting Minot's downtown business district to the new and impressive Eastwood Park re 
sidential area, decided to have a bridge placed across the Mouse River, thus joining Central 
Avenue to 6th Street, S.E. In line with popular trend and with the architectural style of the 
neighborhood, the commissioners specified an "arch" bridge unaware that patent rights then 
pertaining to that construction technique would increase cost considerably.

Kenneth Mass, head of Dakota Concrete Company, a Minot firm then attempting to 
enter the bridge building field, was aware of existing patent rights, however, and anticipa 
ting the effects of the increased costs, had T.W. Sprauge, a North Dakota Highway Depart 
ment engineer, who later became Chief of the Department's bridge design and construction 
section, design a "false arch" bridge which would create the desired visual effect but cir 
cumvent the extra patent related costs. As expected, the commissioners rejected the bids 
submitted to specification but did accept the alternate bid of Dakota Concrete for $24,000.

Problems with the bridge began soon after its completion when the beam seats began 
to crack under stress. In 1933, at the request of the City of Minot, the State Highway De 
partment designed a timber frame support to reinforce the suspended section. Unfortunately, 
high water and ice chunks carried the structure away shortly after its installation. In 1946, 
the beam seats were repaired, by Charles Truax, the Ward County Engineer, who raised the 
center span and removed the deteriorating matrix until solid concrete was reached. Steel 
rods were welded to; the exposed reinforcing barsto extend the beam seats/thus directly tying 
the seats to the stronger cantilevered arms. A structural steel saddle was then placed under 
the repair to provide still more support and new concrete was poured around the entire con 
trivance. This "temporary" repair held through years of flood pressure and steady vehicular 
traffic. It was severly weakened, however, in 1972 by heavy equipment used during flood 
protection efforts. f

After that flood, there was an attempt made to raze the bridge when a channel straight 
ening project eliminated the need for a bridge at that place and it was thought that an earthen 
causeway would be less expensive to construct then the bridge would be to repair. However, 
the residents of Eastwood Park objected adamently and, through a process of petition and 
public hearing, successfully fought both the city and county governments. Recognizing the 
determination of the area's residents to pe^fserve the structure, the Minot City Commission 
placed a 3 ton load limit on the bridge and deferred a final decision on the structure's 
future. Unfortunately, little attempt was made to enforce the load limit and "overweight" 
traffic continued to degrade its structural strength.
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Again in 1974 severe flooding and flood protection activity further weakened the bridge 
and a question about its continued usefulness arose in the community. And again, the East- 
wood Park residents rose to the bridge's defense in a battle that is still not completely re 
solved. But in Bebruary of 19 7 5, a determination by the Secretary of the Interior ruled that the 
bridge was eligible for inclusion to the National Register of Historic Places. Since that 
ruling the future of the Eastwood Park Bridge seems abundantly brighter and much more secure
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